
 

 

Market Segment Manager 

If you are looking for a challenging and exciting career in the world of technology, then read on. CML 

Microcircuits Ltd is an innovator of high performance analogue and mixed signal semiconductors. 

Our solutions are powering the professional wireless evolution. At CML, you will find a fast-paced 

environment with a strong focus on global collaboration, a flat hierarchical Management Structure 

and the freedom to make meaningful contributions in a company that encourages creativity and out-

of-the-box thinking. Our work culture values diversity, social responsibility, open communication, 

mutual trust and respect. 

Primary Responsibilities: 

In this position, you will be joining the energetic Marketing team at CML. You will be responsible for 

managing and growing an integrated circuit market segment within the professional wireless field. 

The scope of responsibilities includes new product definition, business case generation, promotion, 

pricing strategy/negotiation, and associated go-to market strategies. Additional supporting activities 

include overall market segment TAM/SAM modelling, tracking segment trends and dynamics, 

competitive threat analysis and R&D investment recommendations. This is a key position driving our 

continued growth in the professional communication segment worldwide by expanding our content 

footprint and leveraging the product portfolio of CML. 

You will work collaboratively with the field sales, application engineering, new product engineering 

and Product Managers to develop winning product roadmaps and the associated strategy. The 

Marketing Segment Manager has overall responsibility for driving product promotion and associated 

training including product collateral and sales presentations. Key performance metrics include 

accretive revenue growth, market share expansion and content diversification. 

Reporting to the VP Global Marketing, you will be the marketing lead for your market segment. Your 

responsibilities will include, but not be limited to: 

Overall market segment strategy and business plan 

Ensure that product justifications are well researched, justified and structured to gain maximum ROI 

for CML and market penetration growth 

Drive product collateral and product support documentation for customer facing activities 

Set Roadmaps and business direction; be involved in customer / market development activities 

through a close working relationship with sales 

Defining account strategies for your customer base; assisting engagement through the discovery, 

evaluation, negotiation and design win process 

Sales Training Material Generation 

Work across corporate functions and departments, as required 

 



 

 

The ideal candidate is a self-starter who thrives in a fast-paced, dynamic environment with multiple 

competing priorities and who finds satisfaction in being accountable to accomplishing results quickly 

and accurately. Experience with RF semiconductor market and working in a global, matrixed 

organisation is preferred. 

Position requirements: 

BSc or B.Eng. in Electronic Engineering or related engineering field, MBA or financial analytics 

exposure 

3 years of related experience 

Team player mentality & self-motivated 

Strong sense of customer orientation and effectiveness 

Well versed in RF markets (Cellular, WiFi, BT/BLE, ZigBee, Satellite Communications, Mission Critical 

Radio) 

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills 

Strong PowerPoint and Excel skills 

Ability to work well with all levels of internal management and staff, as well as outside clients and 

vendors, to drive alignment and collaboration 

Sensitivity to confidential matters 

Demonstrated ability to confront tough issues and contribute to collaborative solutions 

Previous communications and industrial markets experience preferred 

Willing to travel ~30% of the time 

CML Microcircuits Ltd is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All qualified applicants will receive 

consideration for employment without regard to race, colour, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, 

gender identity, national origin, disability, or any other characteristic protected by law. 

All responses to jobsX1X@cmlmicro.com 
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